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Z pole measurements

- Large statistics at Z-pole will directly impact

B physics, tau physics 


Rare Z decays. 


Here, the more the better. Can be expensive and 
challenging. Need strong physics case.


- I will focus on Z-pole electroweak precision 
measurements. 


Important to understand electroweak symmetry 
breaking. 


Strong correlation with the Higgs factory 
measurements.



Inputs for the further study

Table 4: Using direct measurement method in ZH runs, the expected precision in mW measurement in
CEPC detectors and the comparison with the LEP experiments.

�MW (MeV) LEP CEPC CEPCp
s(GeV) 161 250 250R
L(fb�1 3 1000 1000

channel l⌫qq, qqqq lvqq qqqq

beam energy 9 1.0 1.0
hadronization 13 1.5 1.5

radiative corrections 8 1.0 2.0
lepton and missing energy scale 10 1.5 1.0

bias in mass reconstuction 3 0.5 1.0
statistics 30 1.0 2.5

overall systematics 21 2.5 3.0
total 36 3.0 4.0

Present data CEPC fit
↵s(M2

Z) 0.1185 ± 0.0006 [17] ±1.0 ⇥ 10�4 [18]

�↵
(5)

had

(M2

Z) (276.5 ± 0.8) ⇥ 10�4 [19] ±4.7 ⇥ 10�5 [20]
mZ [GeV] 91.1875 ± 0.0021 [21] ±0.0005

mt [GeV] (pole) 173.34 ± 0.76
exp

[22] ±0.5
th

[20] ±0.6
exp

± 0.25
th

[20]
mh [GeV] 125.14 ± 0.24 [20] < ±0.1 [20]
mW [GeV] 80.385 ± 0.015

exp

[17]±0.004
th

[23] (±3

exp

± 1
th

) ⇥ 10�3 [23]
sin2 ✓`

e↵

(23153 ± 16) ⇥ 10�5 [21] (±4.6
exp

± 1.5
th

) ⇥ 10�5 [24]
�Z [GeV] 2.4952 ± 0.0023 [21] (±5

exp

± 0.8
th

) ⇥ 10�4 [25]
Rb ⌘ �b/�

had

0.21629 ± 0.00066 [21] ±1.7⇥ 10�4

R` ⌘ �
had

/�` 20.767 ± 0.025 [21] ±0.007

Table 5: Inputs to the electroweak fit of the oblique parameters S and T . The oblique parameters and the
first five observables in the table float freely in the fit, and determine the values of the remaining five. We
find that Rb and R` have minimal e↵ect on the fit of oblique parameters. We quote the precisions of current
and CEPC measurements as well as the current central values. Theory uncertainties are provided only when
they are nonnegligible and are not already incorporated in the quoted experimental uncertainty. Boldface
numbers represent measurements that will be performed at CEPC.

gives slightly more conservative bounds.
The result of the fit for S and T is depicted in Fig. 1. For ease of comparison of the bounds,

we have artificially displaced the input central values to agree with the predicted values so that
S = T = 0 will be the best-fit point. Both 1� and 2� uncertainty contours are presented (i.e.,
��2 = 2.30 and 6.18). Relative to the current electroweak precision results (dominated by LEP
together with the improved measurement of mW from hadron colliders), the results of CEPC will
shrink the error bars on S and T by a factor of about 3.

It is possible that the current baseline plan for CEPC can be improved upon by higher luminosity
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Figure 1: CEPC constraints on the oblique parameters S and T , compared to the current constraints.

CEPC sin2 ✓`
e↵

�Z [GeV] mt [GeV]
Improved Error (±2.3

exp

± 1.5
th

) ⇥ 10�5 (±1
exp

± 0.8
th

) ⇥ 10�4 ±0.03
exp

± 0.1
th

Table 6: Potential improvements for CEPC measurements. The precision of sin2 ✓`
e↵

may be improved with
higher statistics, but will be ultimately limited by systematics to 0.01% precision. The Z width measurement
may be improved by better energy calibration. A precise top mass measurement requires a scan of the tt̄
threshold, and thus a larger collision energy than current CEPC plans.

runs, better calibration, or higher beam energy. Table 6 lists plausible improvements. The accuracy
of sin2 ✓`

e↵

can plausibly be improved with increased luminosity, but systematic uncertainties are
expected to dominate at the 0.01% precision level. The Z width measurement will require a high-
precision calibration of the beam energy, which is made possible at circular colliders by the technique
of resonant spin depolarization [21]. We consider the possibility that this width can be measured
to an experimental precision comparable to the theoretical uncertainty of about 0.1 MeV. The
top mass improvement requires a significant experimental e↵ort. It will either rely on input from
another collider like the ILC with higher beam energy, or a significant boost in the CEPC energy
to scan the top pair production threshold. Such an energy upgrade would significantly improve
the ultimate bound attained on the T parameter. We show the result of such improvements in
Fig. 2. The figure illustrates first the e↵ect of improving both sin2 ✓`

e↵

and �Z (which improves the
bounds on S and T comparably), and then the e↵ect of additionally improving the top mass (which
constrains T somewhat more strongly than S). From this plot it is apparent that upgrades to the
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Baseline option

With possible improvements.

Preliminary estimates of exp systematics from Zhijun Liang



Electroweak precision at CEPC
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J. Fan, M. Reece, LT Wang, 1411.1054initial CEPC plan potentially o↵er significant physics benefits and deserve further consideration.
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Figure 2: CEPC constraints on the oblique parameters S and T , for the baseline scenario and two possible
improvements. Notice that the axes of this plot have zoomed in by a factor of 5 compared to those of Fig. 1.
For clarity we show only 1� (��2 = 2.30) constraints.

Table 7 summarize the physics reach by quoting the 1� bound on S assuming that T is zero,
and vice versa. These are one-parameter fits (corresponding to ��2 = 1).

Parameter Current CEPC baseline Improved �Z , sin2 ✓ Also improved mt

S 3.6 ⇥ 10�2 1.3 ⇥ 10�2 9.7 ⇥ 10�3 7.1 ⇥ 10�3

T 3.1 ⇥ 10�2 1.0 ⇥ 10�2 7.5 ⇥ 10�3 4.6 ⇥ 10�3

Table 7: Current and CEPC projected one-parameter bounds on S and T (in each case, assuming that the
other is zero).

2.1 The Precision Challenge for Theorists

The estimates of CEPC prospects above assumed an improvement in theoretical uncertainties
relative to the current status. Theory uncertainties quoted for mW , sin2 ✓`

e↵

, and �Z in the “CEPC
fit” column of Table 5 are based on the size of estimated four-loop corrections from refs. [23–25],
under the assumption that three-loop calculations will be completed in the future. Full use of the
power of the CEPC collider thus relies on significant (but reasonable) advances in the state of the
art of Standard Model calculations in the coming years.
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2.1 The Precision Challenge for Theorists

The estimates of CEPC prospects above assumed an improvement in theoretical uncertainties
relative to the current status. Theory uncertainties quoted for mW , sin2 ✓`

e↵

, and �Z in the “CEPC
fit” column of Table 5 are based on the size of estimated four-loop corrections from refs. [23–25],
under the assumption that three-loop calculations will be completed in the future. Full use of the
power of the CEPC collider thus relies on significant (but reasonable) advances in the state of the
art of Standard Model calculations in the coming years.
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Study based on several Giga Z of data. 
Systematics dominated. (more on next page)



Some remarks

- Experiment systematics.

Comparable to the theory systematics


More pessimistic than the ones from FCC-ee. 


- Theory uncertainties assuming improvement beyond 
current level by one order in QCD and electroweak 
loop.


- Based on these assumptions, < 10 Giga Z is enough 
for electroweak oblique parameter measurement. 


- Of course, the needed statistics depends sensitively 
on the eventual systematics. 
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Fig. 4. 68% CL contours in the S � T plane for various estimates of the capabilities of FCC-ee.

The dashed blue and dot-dashed orange contours are based on purely statistical uncertainties and
statistical plus systematic uncertainties from the TLEP “First Look” report.13 The green contour

also adds in theoretical uncertainties on mt,mW , sin2 ✓
e↵

, and �Z as in our earlier work1 and is
almost indistinguishable from the inner FCC-ee curve shown in Figure 2.

precision measurements. The experimental issues involved in resonant depolariza-
tion for energy calibration at FCC-ee were recently studied systematically.16 Other
continuing studies at FCC-ee include the measurement of top quark couplings17

and of the value of ↵ at the Z mass scale,18 avoiding the need to directly under-
stand hadronic contributions to the running. Such studies, beyond the preliminary
estimates, are important to assess whether bottlenecks can be overcome to achieve
higher precision results like the inner ellipses in Figure 4.

2.3. Summary of the (S, T ) Fits

Of course, we want to have the best measurements possible of many di↵erent quan-
tities. But as a reasonable set of baselines that we should ask for from future ex-
periments, we suggest:

• Measure mW to better than 5 MeV. The current uncertainty is 15 MeV.
All designs being discussed meet this standard.

• Measure sin2 ✓W to better than 2 ⇥ 10�5. The current uncertainty is 16 ⇥
10�5. Again, all designs being discussed can deliver this.

• Measure mZ and �Z to 500 keV precision (currently 2 MeV). The future
circular colliders would deliver this accuracy, but the ILC would not.

• Measure mt to 100 MeV precision (currently somewhere around 0.8 GeV,
with di�cult-to-quantify theoretical uncertainties). The ILC and FCC-ee

Present data LHC14 ILC/GigaZ

↵s(M2

Z) 0.1185± 0.0006 [36] ±0.0006 ±1.0⇥ 10�4 [37]

�↵
(5)

had

(M2

Z) (276.5± 0.8)⇥ 10�4 [38] ±4.7⇥ 10�5 [23] ±4.7⇥ 10�5 [23]

mZ [GeV] 91.1875± 0.0021 [27] ±0.0021 [23] ±0.0021 [23]

mt [GeV] (pole) 173.34± 0.76
exp

[39] ±0.5
th

[23] ±0.6
exp

± 0.25
th

[23] ±0.03
exp

± 0.1
th

[23]

mh [GeV] 125.14± 0.24 [23] < ±0.1 [23] < ±0.1 [23]

mW [GeV] 80.385± 0.015
exp

[36]±0.004
th

[24] (±8
exp

± 4
th

)⇥ 10�3 [23, 24] (±5
exp

± 1
th

)⇥ 10�3 [23, 40]

sin2 ✓`
e↵

(23153± 16)⇥ 10�5 [27] ±16⇥ 10�5 (±1.3
exp

± 1.5
th

)⇥ 10�5 [20, 40]

�Z [GeV] 2.4952± 0.0023 [27] ±0.0023 ±0.001 [41]

Table 1. The precisions of observables in the simplified electroweak fit where we neglect non-oblique corrections

and parametrize the new physics contributions to electroweak observables in S and T . The first five observables

in the table and S, T are free in the fit while the remaining three are determined by the free ones. We quote the

precisions of current, high luminosity LHC and ILC measurements as well as the current central values. Entries

that do not display a theory uncertainty either incorporate it into the experimental error bar or have a small

enough theoretical uncertainty that it can be neglected. At the ILC, the non-negligible theory uncertainties

of the derived observables mW , sin2 ✓`
eft

and �Z come from unknown four-loop contributions assuming that in

the future, the electroweak three-loop correction will be computed. In Sec. 4, we will explain in details the

origins of all the numbers we used.

TLEP-Z TLEP-W TLEP-t

↵s(M2

Z) ±1.0⇥ 10�4 [37] ±1.0⇥ 10�4 [37] ±1.0⇥ 10�4 [37]

�↵
(5)

had

(M2

Z) ±4.7⇥ 10�5 ±4.7⇥ 10�5 ±4.7⇥ 10�5

mZ [GeV] ±0.0001
exp

[2] ±0.0001
exp

[2] ±0.0001
exp

[2]

mt [GeV] (pole) ±0.6
exp

± 0.25
th

[23] ±0.6
exp

± 0.25
th

[23] ±0.02
exp

± 0.1
th

[2, 23]

mh [GeV] < ±0.1 < ±0.1 < ±0.1

mW [GeV] (±8
exp

± 1
th

)⇥ 10�3 [23, 40] (±1.2
exp

± 1
th

)⇥ 10�3 [20, 40] (±1.2
exp

± 1
th

)⇥ 10�3 [20, 40]

sin2 ✓`
e↵

(±0.3
exp

± 1.5
th

)⇥ 10�5 [20, 40] (±0.3
exp

± 1.5
th

)⇥ 10�5 [20, 40] (±0.3
exp

± 1.5
th

)⇥ 10�5 [20, 40]

�Z [GeV] (±1
exp

± 0.8
th

)⇥ 10�4 [2, 26] (±1
exp

± 0.8
th

)⇥ 10�4 [2, 26] (±1
exp

± 0.8
th

)⇥ 10�4 [2, 26]

Table 2. The precisions of electroweak observables in the simplified electroweak fit at TLEP. We consider

three scenarios: TLEP-Z: Z pole measurement (including measurements with polarized beams); TLEP-W :

Z pole measurement plus scan of WW threshold; TLEP-t: Z pole measurement, W threshold scan and top

threshold scan. The TLEP experimental precisions are taken from either [2] and [20], where we always chose

the more conservative numbers. Entries that do not display a theory uncertainty either incorporate it into the

experimental uncertainty or have a small enough theoretical uncertainty that it can be neglected. Theoretical

uncertainties may matter for mZ at TLEP, but we lack a detailed estimate and have not incorporated them.

Similar to ILC, the non-negligible theory uncertainties of the derived observables mW , sin2 ✓`
eft

and �Z come

from unknown four-loop contributions assuming that in the future, the electroweak three-loop correction will

be computed. In Sec. 4, we will explain in details the origins of all the numbers we used.

3 Prospects for CEPC Electroweak Precision

In this section, we will study the prospects of electroweak precision measurements at the Circular
Electron Positron Collider (CEPC). So far there is very limited study of CEPC in the literature.
We will present the first estimate of the reach for new physics of the electroweak program at CEPC
based on the talk in [43]. The precisions of the electroweak observables used in the simplified fit are
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Figure 11. Comparison of expected sensitivities to EW parameters (left) and Higgs couplings
(right) from future collider experiments. Di↵erent shades of the same colour correspond to results
including or neglecting the future theoretical uncertainties.

or CepC precision. Matching the CepC would be possible after a luminosity upgrade

even in the absence of a dedicated run at
p
s = 1 TeV. Including such a run in the

physics program would make the ILC the best overall machine for the determination of

the Higgs-boson properties (one exception would be the couplings to leptons, where the

FCCee still o↵ers the more precise measurement). In particular, while the FCCee and the

CepC Higgs-boson runs will only explore center-of-mass energies
p
s ⇡ 240 GeV, where

Higgs-boson production occurs mostly via ZH associated production, running at the ILC

with
p
s = 500 GeV or

p
s = 1000 GeV gives also access to W -boson fusion production, as

well as tt̄H associated production. This results in a determination of W approximately

10 times more precise than at the FCCee/CepC.

– 25 –

de Blas et al. 1608.01509
Different shades w/wo theory uncertainty



A much better microscope
Current accuracy

CEPC: baseline and improvements
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Precision Electroweak Measurements at the CEPC



A much better microscope

New physics? 
We will find out.

Current accuracy

CEPC: baseline and improvements
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A big step forward

Large improvements across the board

Current accuracy

CEPC: baseline and improvements
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Possible EW program at the CEPC

- Z-pole. 

Planning at preliminary stage.


Will use 1 year, 2 detector and 100s fb-1 here.


A factor of 100 more Zs than LEP-I 


- WW

Threshold. 100s fb-1 


Continuum WW production in Higgs factory 
mode.


